Selective Probing and Imaging of Cells with Single Walled Carbon Nanotubes as Near-Infrared Fluorescent Molecules
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ABSTRACT

Fluorescent molecules emitting in the near-infrared (NIR, wavelength ~0.8–2 μm) are relatively scarce and have been actively sought for biological applications because cells and tissues exhibit little auto-fluorescence in this region. Here, we report the use of semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) as near-infrared fluorescent tags for selective probing of cell surface receptors and cell imaging. Biologically inert SWNTs with polyethyleneglycol functionalization are conjugated to antibodies such as Rituxan to selectively recognize CD20 cell surface receptor on B-cells with little nonspecific binding to negative T-cells and Herceptin to recognize HER2/neu positive breast cancer cells. We use selective SWNT−antibody binding to cells by detecting the intrinsic NIR photoluminescence of nanotubes. We observe ultralow NIR autofluorescence for various cells, an advantageous feature over high autofluorescence and large variations between cells lines in the visible. This establishes SWNTs as novel NIR fluorophors for sensitive and selective biological detections and imaging in vitro and potentially in vivo. Further, our results clearly show that the interactions between carbon nanotubes and living cells are strongly dependent on surface functionalization of nanotubes.

NIR fluorescent markers promise to be of great use in biological systems due to little background signals caused by autofluorescence from cells, tissues, and other biological molecules in this spectral range, as most autofluorescence is confined to the visible.1 Furthermore, biological tissues allow for relatively high transmission and penetration of NIR light near ~1 μm for detection within an organism or under the surface of tissues.2 Inorganic nanostructured materials with interesting optical properties have been actively pursued in recent years for biological research.3 It has been shown that semiconductor quantum dots such as PbSe4 emit in the NIR range, leading to useful applications in vitro and in vivo.5 On the other hand, semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) are quasi one-dimensional materials with small band-gaps on the order of ~1 eV, exhibiting photoluminescence in the NIR.6 The low toxicity7,8 and intrinsic optical properties make SWNTs promising for multifunctional imaging and therapeutic agents.9–11 Thus far, NIR imaging of the photoluminescence of SWNTs nonspecifically bound to live cells has been shown in vitro12 and in rabbit tissues ex vivo.13 It remains a wide open area to block the high nonspecific binding (NSB) nature14–16 of as-grown or poorly passivated nanotubes, develop SWNTs into biologically inert NIR tags free of NSB, and thus retain the specificity intrinsic to biological species in association with the nanotube tags.

In this work, we report the development of antibody conjugated SWNTs as near-infrared (NIR) fluorescent labels for probing cell surface receptors with high specificity and high sensitivity. We first block nonspecific binding and obtain highly water-soluble and biologically inert SWNTs by functionalization with phospholipid−polyethyleneglycol (PEG)−amine (PL−PEG−NH2) with long (~5400D) PEG chains. The high degree of PEGylation of SWNTs imparts high hydrophilicity and water solubility to nanotubes. We then conjugated nanotubes with Rituxan, an antibody that recognizes the CD20 cell surface receptor, and Herceptin, which recognizes the HER2/neu receptor on certain breast cancer cells. We show SWNT−antibody conjugate selectively binding to cell surface receptors by detecting the intrinsic NIR photoluminescence of SWNTs. Negligible background signals due to auto-fluorescence of cells in the NIR region are observed compared to SWNT photoluminescence. Little variation in the NIR auto-fluorescence levels is seen between different cell lines, which is in strong contrast to the high auto-fluorescence and large variations between cells lines in the visible. These results open up the possibility of SWNTs as novel NIR fluorophors for highly sensitive and selective biological detections and developing new imaging modalities.

As grown SWNTs are highly hydrophobic and exhibit high NSB to biological systems including proteins and cells.14–17 It is imperative to obtain highly hydrophilic and biologically inert (i.e., NSB-free) SWNTs as NIR fluorescent tags to retain the specificity corresponding to biomolecules (e.g.,
antibodies) tagged by nanotubes. To reach this goal, we developed NSB-free, highly water-soluble, short (average length 50–150 nm, Figure 1b) Hipco SWNTs noncovalently functionalized with PL-PEG-NH₂ with long (~5400D) PEG chains (see Supporting Information). As previously demonstrated, the phospholipid groups strongly adsorb onto the sidewalls of SWNTs and remained intact in biological solutions including serum and in vivo with mice. No detachment from nanotubes was observed owing to strong binding of phospholipids on SWNTs even when under harsh conditions such as heating to high temperatures. The hydrophilic PEG chains extend into the aqueous phase, rendering nanotubes water soluble and free of NSB of biological molecules such as proteins. Recently, SWNTs functionalized with such long PEG chains were shown to exhibit much reduced NSB to live cells and cellular uptake than SWNTs functionalized with short PEG chains, suggesting that the interactions between carbon nanotubes and living cells are strongly dependent on surface functionalization of nanotubes.

To impart biological specificity to the PEGylated nanotubes, we covalently linked the terminal amine groups of PEG chains on SWNTs via sulfo-SMCC to thiolated Rituxan antibody specific to CD₂₀ cell surface receptor on B-cell lymphomas, or Herceptin (see Supporting Information), which recognizes the HER2/neu receptor (Figure 1c). The NIR photoluminescence emission spectrum of a solution of SWNT~Rituxan conjugates under 785 nm laser excitation showed peak structures in the 1000–1600 nm region (Figure 1a). These peaks were due to photoluminescence of SWNTs in the Hipco material with certain chiralities (i.e., the (10,3), (10,5), and (9,7) SWNTs) in resonance with the 785 nm laser. This result showed the expected NIR photoluminescence of SWNTs without being affected by antibody conjugation. The measured quantum yield of SWNT photoluminescence is relatively low but can be up to ~3–8% by solving extrinsic problems such as bundling. Such quantum yield is sufficient for in vitro NIR imaging applications such as the cellular imaging experiments shown here. One of the important advantages of the SWNT fluorophores is the lack of photobleaching without any noticeable decay or loss of photoluminescence intensity even under extended laser excitation.

We incubated B-cells and T-cells in solutions of SWNT~Rituxan conjugates for 1 h at 4 °C to allow the conjugates

Figure 1. (a) An NIR photoluminescence spectrum of SWNT~Rituxan conjugate, showing typical SWNT emission peaks. (b) AFM image of the PEGylated SWNTs. The average SWNT length was ~83 nm. The average SWNT diameter was found to be 1.6 nm, which is consistent with HiPco SWNTs (average diameter 0.7–1.1 nm) that have been well PEGylated. (c) Schematic of NIR photoluminescence (PL) detection of SWNT~Rituxan conjugate selectively bound to CD20 cell surface receptors on B-cell lymphoma (left). The conjugate is not recognized by T-cell lymphoma (right).
Figure 2. NIR fluorescence images of (a) Raji cells (B-cell lymphoma) and (b) CEM cells (T-cell lymphoma) treated with the SWNT–Rituxan conjugate. Scale bar shows intensity of total NIR emission (in the range of 900–2200 nm). Images are false-colored green. Insets show optical images of cells in the areas. (c) High-magnification NIR fluorescence image of a single Raji cell treated with SWNT–Rituxan conjugate showing NIR fluorescence over the cell. (d) NIR emission spectrum recorded on a SWNT–Rituxan treated Raji cell.

Figure 3. (a) Mean NIR photoluminescence intensity in the image area for both the positive (Raji) and negative (CEM) cells treated by SWNT–Rituxan. (b) Histogram of NIR photoluminescence intensity normalized to number of cell counts for positive and negative cell lines treated by SWNT–Rituxan. Median luminescence counts for Raji and CEM cells are 344 and 10, respectively. (d) Mean autofluorescence in the NIR (total emission in the 900–2200 nm range) of different cell lines (B-cell, T-cell, breast cancer cells, and epidermoid cancer lines, respectively). The values were observed to be low and did not vary significantly between cell lines. This is important when performing high-resolution imaging and for high signal-to-noise imaging. (e) Autofluorescence of various cell lines showing high variability in the visible measured at three emission wavelengths by FACS with a three-color FACScan (Becton Dickinson) at an excitation wavelength of 488 nm. The fluorescence intensities in different fluorescence channels (FL1, FL2, and FL3) were measured. The collected emission wavelengths in FL1–FL3 were 530 nm (green), 585 nm (yellow), and 650 nm (red), respectively.
to interact with the cell surface but block internalization via endocytosis. The cells were then washed and imaged by detecting NIR photoluminescence from 900 to 2200 nm using an InGaAs detector under 785 nm excitation (laser spot size ~4 μm fwhm at a power of ~10mW) with a home-built confocal scanning microscope (see Supporting Information). We observed bright NIR emission of SWNTs on Raji cells (B-cell lymphoma) (Figure 2a), suggesting SWNT–Rituxan binding to CD20 cell surface receptors on Raji cells. An emission spectrum (Figure 2d) taken on a Raji cell (Figure 2c) confirmed that the light collected was coming from SWNTs. In contrast, NIR fluorescence images taken on SWNT–Rituxan-incubated CEM.NKR cells (T-cells, CD20 negative) showed little NIR photoluminescence (Figure 2b), indicating the lack of SWNT–Rituxan binding to T-cells. Control experiments found that our PEGylated SWNTs without Rituxan conjugation exhibited low binding to both B-cells and T-cells (data not shown), confirming the blocking of NSB of SWNTs to cells by PEGylation. These results suggest highly specific binding of our SWNT–Rituxan conjugates to CD20 expressing Raji cells (B-cells), revealed by detecting the intrinsic band gap photoluminescence of SWNTs in the NIR.

To quantify the degree of binding specificity of SWNT–Rituxan to Raji B-cells over CEM T-cells, we allowed the cells to assemble densely until near a monolayer for NIR photoluminescence imaging. Under this condition, the mean pixel value of NIR photoluminescence was directly proportional to the average fluorescence of the cells. We found that the positive/negative ratio between the mean photoluminescence levels of SWNT–Rituxan on Raji and CEM cells was ~55:1 (Figure 3a), demonstrating highly selective recognition of CD20 cell surface receptors by SWNT–Rituxan conjugates and minimal nonspecific binding of the conjugates to the negative cells.

We further analyzed the distribution/histogram of NIR photoluminescence intensity in the images of the cells incubated in solutions of SWNT–Rituxan. By so doing, we gleaned the variations of fluorescence intensity over the cell images (Figure 3b). This was aimed at obtaining information about distribution variations of SWNTs bound to the cells, to mimic data of what one might obtain using visible fluorescent labels in fluorescent-activated cell sorting, or FACS. Note that real FACS should be possible using SWNT NIR tags and FACS instruments equipped with near IR detectors. The Raji sample shows a distribution shifted to higher fluorescence intensity compared to the CEM sample, again indicating higher binding by the positive sample. Large numbers of cells could be investigated this way using SWNTs as NIR tags for cell imaging and probing the specificity of cell surface interactions by measuring large cell populations over large surfaces.

To further establish that our method could be extended to other biological systems, we carried out Herceptin conjugation to SWNTs for recognizing the HER2/neu cell surface receptor overexpressed on various cancer cells and cell imaging by detecting the NIR photoluminescence of nanotubes. The SWNT–Herceptin conjugate was prepared in an analogous manner to the SWNT–Rituxan conjugate. The positive cell used was the BT-474 cell line, which is HER2/neu positive. The MCF-7 cell line was used as a negative. The results of NIR fluorescence imaging for the positive and negative cell lines after incubation in SWNT–Herceptin (Figure 4a,b) clearly showed selective binding of nanotube conjugates to the positive cells. Mean photoluminescence values from a high cell density area (Figure 4c) show a positive/negative ratio of ~20:1, suggesting the generality of SWNT–antibody selective binding to specific cell types and the antibodies retaining biological specificity when conjugated to PEGylated SWNTs.

A major advantage of using SWNT as an NIR fluorophore was that SWNT photoluminescence occurs in the 1–2 μm region of little or no cellular autofluorescence. In control experiments, we observed negligible background signals due to autofluorescence of cells in the NIR region compared to SWNT photoluminescence (Figure 3d). Also important was that little variation in the NIR autofluorescence levels was seen between different cell lines. This was advantageous over high autofluorescence levels with large variations between cell lines in the visible region as reported in the literature and observed in our control FACS experiment with several cell lines (Figure 3e). As a result, SWNT NIR tags may allow for highly sensitive detection of low expression levels of cell surface proteins, which could be valuable to various biological and medical applications such as disease diagnosis and assessment of response to therapy at the cellular level.

Highly hydrophilic and inert functionalization of SWNTs to afford no NSB to biological systems is critical to developing SWNT spectroscopic tags. This differs from the...
direction of developing SWNTs as molecular transporter for intracellular delivery, for which nanotubes exhibiting high NSB to a wide range of cells are needed to facilitate cellular binding and subsequent internalization/uptake via endocytosis.\textsuperscript{17,26} The strategy of high degree of PEGylation followed by ligand or antibody conjugation can also enable selective binding of SWNTs to specific cells for in vitro and in vivo imaging and targeted delivery.\textsuperscript{11,18} Applications.

In summary, we have used the intrinsic band gap NIR fluorescence of SWNTs as a tool to evaluate the recognition of cell surface receptors by antibodies. This established SWNTs as an NIR fluorescent molecule for probing specific binding of biological systems. The functionalization chemistry used here can be easily adapted for a wide range of antibodies or bio-specific ligands, for assaying cell surface proteins in vitro. The SWNT NIR fluorophors exhibit important advantages in low background, which could be used for sensitive molecular detection and imaging at the cellular level and eventually in vivo.
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